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i HARASHIMO — a semi-fatty cut from 
the tail-end of the bottom-half of the fish 
and is the lowest quality meat, usually used 
as a filling for sushi rolls.

ii HARANAKA — superb semi-fatty 
cut, with red meat marbled with fat and is 
found between the belly and the tail sec-
tion. Makes *Chutoro and is also expensive. 

iii HARAKAMI — also called *Otoro, 
it is the highest quality fatty portion that 
came from the belly itself making it the 
most valued and expensive cut. 
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Nothing beats a bite of a raw, high-quality cut of tenderness from eating sushi. That effect is given by the magical hands of sushi 

chefs who cut and deliver each serving with such finesse and artistry. Each cut offers a different taste and entices different palates to 

try something new. With this, the appetite for sushi have spread globally and pushed the fishing industry to deploy too many boats 

in chase of very little quantity of this fish. The tuna population has plummeted dramatically over the last two decades; Japan alone 

consumes 80 percent of the world’s tunas. In an effort to save the sushi industry and secure its sustainability, enthusiasts have come 

up with alternatives of farming tunas instead of catching them wild. If this movement will be embraced globally, it will be efficient 

enough to preserve the quality of a high-grade tuna, and at the same time save it from extinction.  

iv KAMA-TORO — a rare section of 
soft, fatty tuna cut from the jaw of the fish. 
It melts in the mouth and is not usually 
available in restaurants.

v HOHO-NIKU — coming from the 
thin layer of a tuna’s cheeks, this portion is 
fibrous and mostly regarded as the cut to 
die for. 

vi SESHIMO — cut from the back por-
tion and yields the lowest quality *Akami. 
Has a color of deep red with little fat along 
with many fine fibers.

vii SENAKA — noted as the high-
est-quality Akami with superb and 
standard grade red meat; fatty but a bit 
fibrous. 

viii SEKAMI — a cut from the front 
portion of the fish, it is a medium-quality 
Akami but with less red meat and fat. 

ix NOTEN —  special cut of tuna that 
produces meat fattier than *Toro. Pinkish 
in color that is found on the top of the 
fish’s head. 
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